A DEDICATED TEACHER
AN OUTSTANDING CLINICIAN
A VALUED COLLEAGUE

A champion dedicated to advancing nursing cancer research and prevention at the local and national level and building the next generation of nursing leadership.

To honor Dr. Lee-Lin’s legacy, and specifically her contributions to cancer prevention research and nursing issues in diverse communities, Allen Lin, Dr. Lee-Lin’s husband, and their sons Anthony Lin and Benjamin Lin, have established The Frances Fen-Fang Lee-Lin Endowed Nursing Scholarship in Cancer Research.

Throughout Dr. Lee-Lin’s accomplished career, she remained steadfast in her commitment to support scholarship and development of nurses at OHSU. She mentored students and worked to encourage the ongoing development of more experienced nurses focused on cancer prevention research. She was also dedicated to developing comprehensive, culturally relevant cancer prevention and intervention strategies specifically targeted to address the needs of the Asian American community.

About the Scholarship
This scholarship will honor the legacy and exemplary dedication of Dr. Lee-Lin and her life's work of building a pipeline of experienced nurses focused on cancer prevention and intervention.

By supporting the Frances Fen-Fang Lee-Lin Endowed Nursing Scholarship in Cancer Research, donors can make a powerful contribution to the education of doctoral nursing students (PhD and/or DNP) who plan to focus their studies on cancer prevention research. To further build on Dr. Lee-Lin’s legacy, preference will be given to students who are working with diverse populations.

It is a goal of the scholarship to provide education that will, in turn, make a positive impact in the communities Dr. Lee-Lin dedicated herself to. Your support of the scholarship provides a permanent resource dedicated to advancing research and, ultimately, improvements in patient outcomes. Through this scholarship, future generations of trainees will benefit from the values and dedicated wisdom that Dr. Lee-Lin inspired in so many.

How Can I Help?
Gifts can be made payable as a pledge over a period of up to five years, and can include an estate planning provision. We can accept gifts using a variety of different methods including direct payroll deduction, stock, insurance policy designations, retirement plan assets, etc.

Gifts may be made online at: www.onwardohsu.org/donation (Please click the checkbox: I want to give to a specific fund and enter the specific fund name: Frances Fen-Fang Lee-Lin Endowed Nursing Scholarship in Cancer Research) or via check made payable to the OHSU Foundation referencing the specific fund name in the subject line mailed to:

OHSU Foundation
1121 SW Salmon Street, Suite 100
Portland, OR 97205

THE FRANCES FEN-FANG LEE-LIN
Endowed Nursing Scholarship in Cancer Research

Supporting the next generation of nursing leadership

For more information, contact:

Esra Khalil
Assistant Director of Development
(503) 552-0743
khalile@ohsu.edu